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Preliminary Treatment Goals:

Gottman Treatment Plan

Areas of Strength

Notable History:
(abuse, trauma, affairs, family origin, relationship)

Co-morbidities

Presenting Problems:

&OLHQW�,'�� 'DWH�

Christy feels 
unseen
in this 
relationship. She 
believes David 
isn't interested in 
her and pays no 
attention and that 
he doesn't meet 
her emotioinal 
needs. Dave's 
previous 
indescretions 
have damaged 
her trust and his 
avoidance of the 
topic exacerbates 
this for her. Katie 
feels there is no 
love and this 
affects her 
enjoyment of sex.

Daavid appears 
to be more 
satisfied than 
Christy. He 
understands sex 
is a problem for 
her but appears 
naive to her 
emotional 
needs. He 
seems to have 
an avoidance 
approach to 
negative 
emotions and 
perhaps lacks 
skill to engage in 
difficult 
conversations.
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	OLHQW: 
	DWH: 16/04/2023
	Preliminary Treatment Goals: Understand NIC; Explore connection, emotional needs, emotional support and 'what I need to feel loved'; discuss sex issues, manage conflict skills for listening, repair, compromise, develop better rituals of connection, parenting conversations.
	General info: Christy - 32 - counsellor - pregnant first baby - 26 weeksDavid - 28 - police officer 
	Areas of Strength: F&A, TT, Satis freq sex, trust, commitent, stress, rels, housework, no dist events,rituals, roles, goals, symbols, D&A, no DV, CC, Dep or Anx
	Notable History: Christy- emotionally distant parents, bullying at school, alopecia since age 10, partner rape at 18, lack of boundaries, doesn't trust herself, low confidence;David - stable homelife - father used corporal punishment, grew up as a fighter, little understanding of emotional functioningUnmet attachment needs: Christy - to be known and understood; David- to be accepted and acknowledged.
	Text4: Christy - prev hospitalisation from alcohol? anxiety?David - stress, depression?
	Text5: Qual sex - Christy is not satisfiedNSO - Christy feels unjustly accused, criticised and attacked; David feels unjustly accused, criticised and wants the negativity to stop;Fam Hist - Christy v neg; Dave emotional neglectAffairs - Dave see sex workers early in relationship;Finances - don't make time to discuss - avoidance?
	Text6: Christy - LW - recreation, affection, sex, conventionality, in-laws, gives in, no outside interests;Satis; WC - 5/14; Love Maps - no interest;No passion/romance; Em Dis - disappointed, lonely, attention, closeness, gives in; Chaos, disorder, negative change; 4H - Dav issues irresponsibly and immature, not rational or logical; Flooding - Dave escalates; Compromise; Repair; Fun - no time - Dave's shift work; Spirit - Dave not engaged; Gridlock - feels disrespected
	Text7: Dan - Meta-E - believes in rationality and 'riding out' neg emotions; HSup - blindsided, blamed, partner negative; Acc Infl - isn't considered a good problem solver; 


